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Java Enterprise in a Nutshell: A Desktop Quick Reference (In a Nutshell (O'Reilly))O'Reilly, 1999

	
		Java Enterprise in a Nutshell is an indispensable quick reference for Java programmers who are writing distributed enterprise applications. The book provides fast-paced tutorials on the following Java Enterprise APIs:

		
			JDBC, a vendor-independent API for accessing relational database systems
	...




		

Migrating to iPhone and iPad for .NET DevelopersApress, 2011

	Ever since I spotted and started reading my first computer book in 1981, I knew Information
	Technology (IT) was going to be an important part of my life. I feel privileged to have been able to
	make a career out of something I enjoy, and the fact that it changes on what seems to be a
	monthly basis means it never gets boring. It still...


		

Electronic Materials ScienceJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
Starting in the 1960s the field of materials science has undergone significant changes,
from a field derived largely from well-established disciplines of metallurgy and ceramics
to a field that includes microelectronics, polymers, biomaterials, and nanotechnology. The
stringent materials requirements, such as extreme purity, perfect...





		

REST: From Research to PracticeSpringer, 2011

	Anybody following the discussions around “Web Services” in recent years is aware
	of the fuzzy definition of the term, and a little bit of history can quite easily explain
	some of the confusions around current terminology (or use of terminology). The
	general idea of using Web technologies to not only deliver Web pages (HTML...


		

The Audit Committee HandbookJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
Since the publication of the third edition of The Audit Committee Handbook in
1999, a number of major accounting scandals (e.g., Enron,WorldCom, and others)
as well as the demise of the international accounting firm of Anderson LLP have
shaken the global capital markets. As a result, the U.S. Congress enacted the Sarbanes-
Oxley...

		

Smart Structures: Innovative Systems for Seismic Response ControlCRC Press, 2008
An innovative concept, smart structural systems have proven to be extremely effective in absorbing damaging energy and/or counteracting potentially devastating force, thus limiting structural collapse and subsequent injury. As this technology rapidly evolves, there is an ever-increasing need for an authoritative reference that will allow those in...





		

Free Energy Relationships in Organic and Bioorganic ChemistryRoyal Society of Chemistry, 2003


	There are many techniques of varying degrees of generality for the study

	of mechanisms and that of free energy relationships is the most readily

	applicable and general. Free energy relationships comprise the simplest

	and easiest of techniques to use but the results are probably the trickiest

	to interpret of all the mechanistic...

		

Abstraction in Artificial Intelligence and Complex SystemsSpringer, 2013

	Abstraction is a fundamental mechanism underlying both human and artificial perception, representation of knowledge, reasoning and learning. This mechanism plays a crucial role in many disciplines, notably Computer Programming, Natural and Artificial Vision, Complex Systems, Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning, Art, and Cognitive...


		

Restriction Endonucleases (Nucleic Acids and Molecular Biology)Springer, 2004
Restriction enzymes are highly specific nucleases which occur ubiquitously among prokaryotic organisms, where they serve to protect bacterial cells against foreign DNA. Many different types of restriction enzymes are known, among them multi-subunit enzymes which depend on ATP or GTP hydrolysis for target site location. The best known...





		

Responsive Web Design with jQueryPackt Publishing, 2013

	With so many varied devices browsing the Internet, websites need to react correctly to many different situations. This book will show you how to use JQuery plugins to build responsive websites quickly, accurately, and easily.


	Overview

	
		Learn to swiftly design responsive websites by harnessing the power of...



		

OpenStack Cloud SecurityPackt Publishing, 2015

	Build a secure OpenStack cloud to withstand all common attacks


	About This Book

	
		Design, implement, and deliver a safe and sound OpenStack cluster using best practices
	
		Create a production-ready environment and protect your data on the cloud
	
		A step-by-step tutorial packed with...



		

Mobilizing Money: How the World's Richest Nations Financed Industrial Growth (Japan-US Center UFJ Bank Monographs on International Financial Markets)Cambridge University Press, 2011

	This book examines the origins of modern corporate finance systems during the rapid industrialization period leading up to World War I. The study leads to three sets of conclusions. First, modern financial systems are rooted in the past, are idiosyncratic to specific countries, and are highly path-dependent. Therefore, to understand current...
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